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About This Game

Set in the golden age of pirates, this is your chance to become pirate king and conquer the Caribbean.
Join, champion, and unite the three pirate factions: Pirates, Corsairs and Buccaneers. You must ultimately leverage this unity in

all out war against the evil Pirates of Black Cove.
Manage and develop parts of three strongholds and visit them to pick up faction and storyline missions. Visit the Alchemist to

find out what special ingredients are needed for the wacky potions and embark on adventures to find and collect them.
Unite the three Pirate factions to gain access to their hero units and ultimately take down the Pirates of Black Cove and become

King of all the pirates. If you have what it takes that is.

Key features:

Roam the open World with your Pirate crew and pick up missions as you sail the seas.

Notoriety and fame brings you closer to your ultimate goal: the King of All Pirates

Battle it out with the forces of Black Cove and other colonial nations on both land and sea

Select your character from several different Pirate Captains, each with their own unique skills and features

Make creative use of some of he wackiest land and sea based weapons ever to grace a Pirate world
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Varied units and weapons allows You to carry out the battles as You see fit
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Title: Pirates of Black Cove
Genre: Strategy
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Nitro Games
Release Date: 2 Aug, 2011
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Art installed to C:\\Program Files (x86)\\Steam\\steamapps\\common\\OutDrive\\Art. my game wont load how do i get a refund.
Good video game,
Average Batman game,
Bad Arkham series game.

To be bought only during sales.. This game is a lot of fun. It's nice to play something that allows you to train and get better.
Also, it's a workout for those who prefer playing VR than going to the gym.. I don't think this is a bad game, necessarily. It was
just a big disappointment. I like a slow buildup for my horror games, but there was no development of characters, no
foreshadowing, no hints at mysteries or puzzles to come. Just a lot of menial chores, same-looking rooms, and "I have no reason
to go here". Let me explore, or at least don't give me thirteen floors of nothing.
I thought at least things would improve once I got to the horror parts, but the heavily foreshadowed terror was mostly just
zombies. The flashlight mechanics make it impossible to see anything before it's right next to you, so there's no real way to
avoid them if you don't see them coming. The puzzles are that classic style of unintuitive "memorize stuff and make unintuitive
logic leaps" from old adventure games, which is made more tedious by the fact that there's no auto-run in a game where running
everywhere is both essential and has no penalty besides the pain for your finger.
I also only just found out after the fact, but according to this review, 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/id\/MinisterJay\/recommended\/813150\/ the dev also is no longer supporting this title and says
they'll improve the issues in their next game, so this one isn't going to improve.
4\/10, I guess I'm taking the stairs.. Just get Hitman 2 instead, and get the legacy pack. You can thank me later.. I'd have rather
watched a gameplay instead of trying to find where the game devs thought it was logical to go. For a person who got used to
games with bigger interactivity, it was frustrating all the way. Can't put myself to finish it.. Planet Coaster is my playground,
easily in my top 5 games of this decade.. Think the previous game but 10x better. It may not look like it, but this is easily among
the top 10 tower defense style game ever.. I tried this, and was instantly put off by how menus and interface looked. The
controller worked poorly and the gameplay was, lacking. It looks decent ingame, and had nice soft physics on the bunkers. I
want a paintball game like this, but I think this is a rather poor showing so far. I have played earlier Greg Hastings Paintball
games, and had fun altho i always somewhat found them lacking, this game seems more stripped and barebones than it.

I cant reccomend this game in its current state.
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This game is great! It's loads of fun either scavenging for items while slapping the devil down or hunting down the other teams
to claim victory for yourself! Would highly recommend. Seriously, get it. It's fun. You'll love it!!

There has been a recent downside to there not being any people on as of late. To any who are looking to buy this game or who
already have it, I do have a group called 'Devil's Bluff Revival'. We play every Thursday @ 7:30pmEST\/6:30pmCST and
Saturday @ 7pmEST\/6pmCST. We are hoping to add in more times as more people join and let me know their schedules. So
please come join the fun and let's bring this great game back!. Do not buy, the game looks on the screen shots to be a totaly
different game. It looks to me like a case of false advertising, if steam were a UK company i would be going to Trading
Standards, however as things are i hope i can get a refund for the game.. Best game ever!!!!!!!. People need to play this game!
its a very good game and even though little people play its super fun! I can't wait for more people to get this game!. For the most
part , it beats FRAPS and Bandicam in every single way. I am able to hook up a webcam and automatically have an overlay, set
a stopwatch, and more! However what this software doesn't do is that it doesn't have an area recorder, and won't work with some
indie games (based on some .exe files). So, if you plan on doing a lot of internet gameplay (i.e. Happy Wheels), this is not for
you. if you wanna do some older .exe files and older games, I'm sorry, but the issue is the same and you should go with
Bandicam. I do recommend this software for anyone who wishes to record more recent games and desire small files with
overlays that make editing very efficient.. I'm recommending this because Odin himself told me to.. Enjoying Rooms very
much! It is a great little puzzler and looks fantastic in VR! It is the game that finally got my wife to sit down and play something
in the Rift. Amazing that this was done by one person (I believe)...really great use of VR.. Very interesting Zio
hope u successful <3
From TNT with love
p\/s: why don't have anyone from TNT :'(. Real fun game. Acid Jazz is a really underapreciated genre that doesn't get a lot of
exposure outside of very underground Chinese image boards such as \/mu\/. I thinking a light to strong 8. Galaga.......forever.
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